Subject: General Inquiry
Under the Freedom of Information Act i am requesting information about the TAP400 Test.
Why are there 50 questions on the math section and only 40 are scored. I realize that ISBE has added 10 pilot questions but if a test taker answers 50 questions they should receive credit for all answered. 
What is the percentage of pass/fail rate for the state since February 1, 2012 when the TAP 400 was in place.
What is the % of applicants that took the test more than once.
Why did the passing % change from 35% to 75%, this is a huge increase.
Why did ISBE state there would be changes to test to make it more valid, no changes have been made or at least not told to the public.
Why are there more points given to some math questions than others and who makes the decision on which math questions receive more points.
Who makes the decision on the 10 pilot questions and are they decided on before or after the test is given.
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